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A study of oscillation amplitude settling transients in a molecular beam maser
P.R. LefreVe* and D.C. Lain!

Department of Physics, Keele University, Staffordshire, ST5 SBG, U.K.

The dynamic behaviour of oscillation amplitude build-up from noise has
been studied in a molecular beam maser (MBM). The three forms of growth
curve, predicted theoretically, namely exponential, aperiodic and damped
periodic have been observed with their associated "times of silence".

1. Introduction. The first studies of MBM oscillation growth processes were
made" by Grasyuk and Oraevskii'. However, the oscillatory amplitude settling
transients they predicted theoretically were not observed, on account of the
long time of formation of the active molecular beam after sudden application
of EHT to the MBM focuser. The first report of MBM oscillatory settling
transients was first published by Laine* and Bardo2 who used a type of molecular
Q-switching based upon saturation broadening of the maser line by a strong
frequency-swept microwave signal injected into the maser cavity. However, the
method suffered from interference by the magnetic hyperfine structure of the
particular spectral line used and also precluded measurement of the "time of
silence". An intra-cavity probe switching method was therefore investigated
by Bardo and Lain!3 which did not suffer from these drawbacks. A similar
technique was also used independently by Shakhov4. A more detailed study has
now been made using this probe method and the principal results are presented in
this communication.

2. Experimental techniques. The MBM employed was capable of strong oscillation
on the J=K=3 inversion line of natural ammonia. A ring focuser and EQIQ m0(*e
cavity were used. Oscillation switching was effected by suddenly removing
400-500V applied between cavity and the wire probe electrodes inserted through
the cavity wall and spaced at 2, 6 and 10cm from the beam entrance of the
grounded 12cm long MBM cavity. These probes,'designated 1, 2 and 3 respectively,
were made of silver wire, 0.09mm diameter and each was threaded through an
insulating glass sheath. Probe 2 was mounted opposite the MBM microwave cavity
coupling hole. All probes extended to 0.9 of the cavity diameter and had little
effect on either cavity Q or tuning. The capacity of each probe was ̂ 20pF.
The probes were driven singly, or in various parallel combinations, by a fast
transistor switch unit which could handle up to 600V d.c. supply voltage.
Permanent records of the oscillation amplitude transients were obtained from a
boxcar detector operated in the signal averaging mode whose output drove an
X-Y-t plotter. The pulse repetition rate of the square wave applied to one
or more of the switching probes was SQOHz.

3. Experimental results and discussion. A typical family of oscillation
amplitude settling curves using probe 2 alone is shown in Fig. 1. The probe
voltage pulse was switched off from 400V to 0V for lms and its p.r.f. was 500Hz.
The "time of silence", tc, for MBM oscillation to build up from thermal noise in
the cavity to an observable level decreases for higher levels of focuser voltage.
The three forms of build-up of oscillation are clearly seen: exponential (15-18kV)
aperiodic (19kV), and damped periodic (20kV upwards). The corresponding values
of T S obtained from Fig. 1 are replotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the
measurement parameters: relative amplitude of steady-state oscillation and ratio
of peak to steady-state oscillation amplitudes. All of these experimental
results are essentially in agreement with the theory of Grasyuk and Oraevskii'.
When various combinations of probes were employed with unused probes grounded,
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F1g. 1: Family of
maser oscillation
amplitude transients
for successive focuser
voltages following
removal of 400V from
probe 2, with probes 1
and 3 grounded.

Fig. 2: Time of silence,
ts, as a function of
oscillation amplitude
parameters derived from
Fig. 1.
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the general characteristics of the oscillation amplitude transients were
preserved, but varied somewhat in detail. For example, when probes 1+2+3 were
used, the family of curves shown 1n Fig. 3 were obtained. Here, T S 1S longer
at large EHT values, relative to Its value when switching with probe 2 alone.
With probes 1 + 2, and 50kV EHT, MBM oscillation could be completely switched
off, but not with probe combinations 2+3 or 1+3, or with either 1 or 3 acting
alcne. At the lower values of focuser voltage, T. exceeds the mean transit
time of molecules through the cavity *240»s. The variation of ts for
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Fig. 3: Family of
maser oscillation
amplitude settling
transients for
successive focuser
voltages following
simultaneous removal
of 500V from a l l three
probes.
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Fig. 4: Time of
silence, T 5 . as a
function of focuser
voltage for various
probe combinations.
Unused probes grounded
to cavity. Inset
shows designation of
probes.

different probe combinations, as a function of focuser voltage is shown in
Fig. 4. With probes 1+2+3, the oscillation settling transient amplitude
modulation frequency, vm, was 6.4 ± 0.4kHz at 27kV EHT. The highest value
of % was 10.4kHz at EHT values between 40-50kV and showed three amplitude
maxima. The curve for probes 2+3 leads on to incomplete switching for EHT
values of 35kV and above. Incomplete switching action, even below 35kV
will presumably modify the apparent measured value of xs, since the initial
MBM gain must play some part in the oscillation rise time. Switching, using
probe 2, appears to be particularly effective. This fact is hard to reconcile
with the notion of Stark broadening in a localized region of the cavity and
an alternative Interpretation 1s therefore sought. In a further experiment
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with C M . HBM oscillation, when 200V 1s applied to probe 3, a decrease or
Increase In oscillation level occurred at low ana high values of EHT
respectively. No such enhancement occurred at any oscillation level using
probe 1. These results nay be understood In terms of spatial reorientation
of Molecules by the weak electric field of the probe5, since the electric
field 1n the vicinity of the probe determined by the probe-cavity geometry
1s essentially transverse, whereas all other electric fields associated with
the focuser (main and fringe) as well as the oscillating cavity field, are
longitudinal. In particular, with strong MBM oscillation, spatial reorientation
by a net transverse field at probe 3 will reduce molecular reabsorption6 of
MflM oscillation power 1n this region, thus enhancing overall oscillation level.
At low EHT values, however, a voltage applied to probe 3 will only decrease
regeneration, since emission will predominate over reabsorption at all points
along the cavity.

tow

F1g. 5: Ratio of
oscillation amplitude with
probe voltage on relative
to probe voltage off as a
function of oscillation
amplitude using probe 3
(upper curve) and probe 1
(lower curve). Unused
probes grounded to cavity.
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At high excitation and using probes 1+2+3, T S approaches the asymptotic
value of 160vs, which Is In fair agreement with the value of 200j»s for a 10cm
long cavity obtained by Shakhov4 who used six probes and two opposing beams.
However, the assertion by Shakhov that T S IS Independent of MBM oscillation
amplitude Is not corroborated here.
4. Conclusions. The three forms of oscillation amplitude settling transients
In a molecular beam maser have been observed (exponential, aperiodic and
periodic) In accordance with existing theory'. The time of silence, xs, has
also been measured with various probe combinations. It has been demonstrated
that T S Is dependent, not only on the strength of oscillation, but also upon
the number of probes used. Thus due caution needs to be exercised in the
Interpretation of the measured values of T S . The present results are In rough
qualitative agreement with measurements by Shakhov4, although one discrepancy
has been noted. The probe switching action has also been considered and
experimental data to date appears to fit an Interpretation based on spatial
reorientation of molecules. The effect upon ts of Incomplete switching,
which leaves a residual but unknown gain has also been noted and remains for
further Investigation.
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